
Sell a product that merchants actually want on their 
countertops. Apps deliver value beyond payments, as such, 
you are able to sell a higher margin terminal.

ACQUIRERS & ISOs

You have the potential to get exposure to hundreds of 
thousands of merchants and some of the top reseller  
organizations across the US ensuring downloads and revenues.

DEVELOPERS

Customize your Poynt terminal with apps designed to let you 
create a more efficient business operation.  Best of all, you can 
test all of our apps for 30 days, free of charge.
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About the Poynt Apps Marketplace
The Poynt Apps Marketplace contains the essential apps merchants need to optimize their business 
operations like order ahead, time clock management, upgraded POS, cash & tip reporting, POS 
integration, and an end-to-end gift card program. 

Our focus is to provide merchants with a curated apps experience, featuring apps we have road-tested 
and that we believe provide the highest utility to our resellers and end-users; look out for additional 
apps in the future as we continue to grow the ecosystem.  

The Poynt Apps Marketplace optimizes 
benefits for all ecosystem participants thanks 
to a completely innovative approach to 
developing long term value for merchants, 
developers and acquirers.
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Merchants will receive app suggestions on 
their terminal and on Poynt HQ that are 
best suited to their business. In the 
meantime, please enjoy a sample of our 
curated apps below.

Featured Apps
Employees can clock in and out of their 
shifts; merchants can manage employee 
schedules and timecards all on the Poynt 
Smart Terminal.

Time Clock Management
Homebase

Incentivize and reward your customers with 
a great loyalty program; manage multiple 
offers, customer surveys, and loyalty across 
multiple stores and terminals.

Gift Card Program
Net Element

Lightning Register is a powerful, but easy-
to-use POS app, with advanced sales 
reporting and the ability to keep your 
accounting in sync with QuickBooks.

Point of Sale System
Lightning Register

Integrate your Poynt Smart Terminal with
your restaurant POS to offer a seamless
pay-at-table experience with EMV
compliance.

Pay at Table Integration
Pay at Table SMB

Your customers can message your business’s 
Facebook page to pre-order — a friendly 
chatbot responds, processes the order, and 
sends it to your Poynt Smart Terminal.

PreOrder via Facebook
OrderMax

Have questions? Merchants and resellers, contact support@poynt.com to get started with Poynt 
Apps. Developers, visit poynt.com/developers to start building your next amazing app on Poynt.
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